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Cynthia Jeanne Lee MD 

C/o Ursula Steck MSW 

150 Golden Gate, 3rd Floor SWC 

San Francisco, CA 94102 

Meade &Schrag LLP 

1816 Fifth Street 

Berkeley, CA 94710 

Faxed to 510-843-3679 from 415-440-7773 

April 13, 2012 

Dear Mr. Meade and Mr. Schrag, 

I write requesting consideration for representation. I believe I wrote to your firm last year but I never 

received an answer. All documentation of that request has disappeared from my records. Since thefts of 

this type have been par for the course since I attempted to have a federal court enforce ADA rights to 

reasonable accommodation in Texas District courts, I am making a second attempt. 

My case would be a landmark documentation of RICO coordination between the pharmaceutical and 

insurance industry and certain elements of the U S DOJ and Texas lawyersto prevent access to the 

courts for plaintiffs with cases that would decrease the profit margins of these industries. I was targeted, 

under the color of law, with stalking, thefts, and assaults because my legal actions would have exposed a 

major issue of misdiagnosis of persons with sleep disorders as psychiatric conditions. This scam supports 

the huge market in psychiatric drugs. This scam has continued for many years with licensing boards 

being pressured by relevant industries to target Orthomolecular physicians to protect their illegal profits 

from the marketing of synthetic medications. 

At the time I fled Texas, I was in suit with two disability insurers over the fact I, a physician in good 

standing, had been repeatedly misdiagnosed by my fellow physicians, resulting in large claims for 

interruption in my ability to support myself in independent practice. A prominent attorney and 

. physician, Donald Patrick MD JD, had represented me in a civil case (the one I was in federal court over 

due to ADA violations) and set me up with an insurance defense attorney (asserting he was a plaintiff's 

attorney). That attorney failed to represent my interests so I changed to any attorney of the appropriate 

specialty. This attorney disappeared for many months before reappearing and acting as if she was a drug 

addict. Donald Patrick MD JD entered into government service over my medical license and failed to 

ethically behave. I eventually realized that someone had apparently set me up for surveillance by 

sending in fraudulent insurance claims in my name, so I took the issue to the FBI. I believe this 

surveillance existed in part because of the ADA case against the Texas courts but also because it was 

also my intention to sue one of the physicians involved in the misdiagnosis in order to set a new 



standard of care. I was subsequently stalked out of Texas and this stalking continued across several 

states over many months. 

I am currently staying in a shelter in San Francisco for safety and because my entire fortune of over 

$500,000 in assets was expended in efforts to find safety and legal assistance. Since my mail, Internet, 

and telephone access appears to have been tampered with on multiple occasions, I accessed a private 

nonprofit foundation for mail access. Because of the repeated theft of my documents, which began 

while I was in Texas preparing for an ADA action to protect my medical license, I am now posting copies 

of requests for representation on the internet on my blog, CynthiaJeanneLeeMD.wordpress.com 

This case may involve exploration of the Republican Party of Texas because of issues we could discuss 

further in person. I am hoping to find a law firm that will arrange amicus briefs from the Southern 

Poverty Law Center and the NAACP. This is relevant because the misdiagnosis issue impacts 

impoverished and minority persons to a greater extent than wealthier and Caucasians due to the higher 

incidence of sleep disorders in minority populations. The Southern Poverty law Center has not answered 

any of several requests for consideration of representation so I have not been able to document receipt 

of First Amendment protected communications. 
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Cynthia Jeanne Lee MD 

http:CynthiaJeanneLeeMD.wordpress.com

